The problem of identifying measurement scenarios capable of revealing state-independent contextuality in a given Hilbert space dimension is considered. We begin by showing that for any given dimension d and any measurement scenario consisting of projective measurements, (i) the measure of contextuality of a quantum state is entirely determined by its spectrum, so that pure and maximally mixed states represent the two extremes of contextual behavior, and that (ii) state-independent contextuality is equivalent to the contextuality of the maximally mixed state up to a global unitary transformation. We then derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a measurement scenario represented by an orthogonality graph to reveal state-independent contextuality. This condition is given in terms of the fractional chromatic number of the graph χ f (G) and is shown to identify all state-independent contextual measurement scenarios including those that go beyond the original Kochen-Specker paradigm [8] .
Introduction. One of the most striking features of the quantum world is contextuality, the notion that outcomes cannot be assigned to measurements independent of the particular contexts in which the measurements are realized. The incompatibility of such assignments manifests itself in the famous Kochen-Specker theorem [1] which states that for every quantum system belonging to a Hilbert space of dimension greater than two, irrespective of its actual state, a finite set of measurements exists whose results cannot be assigned in a contextindependent manner. This phenomenon is known as state-independent contextuality, there are also statedependent tests [2] in which only a subset of quantum states in a certain Hilbert space display contextual behavior while the results of measurements on other states can be explained by deterministic non-contextual assignments (or their probabilistic mixtures).
A natural question is: when does a measurement scenario consisting of a set of projective measurements reveal the contextuality of some quantum state? In particular, when does a measurement scenario (up to a global unitary transformation of the projective measurements) reveal the contextuality of all quantum states belonging to a Hilbert space of particular dimension? Some attention has been devoted to these questions [3, 4] , mainly to the problem of finding the minimal set of measurements that reveals the contextuality of all states of a given dimension [5] [6] [7] . It has been shown that the originally studied Kochen-Specker (KS) sets are not the only class of state-independent contextual measurements, there exist measurement scenarios for which all the original KS constraints are obeyed and yet they yield stateindependent contextuality (S-IC) [8] . The formulation of general conditions to identify all S-IC measurement scenarios has thus gained importance, more so with the development of applications of contextuality such as in device-independent security [9] , in formulating Bell inequalities that are algebraically violated by quantum correlations [10] , in certifying the dimension of quantum systems [11] , in parity-oblivious multiplexing [12] , etc.
In the study of contextual measurements, a number of tools and invariants of graph theory have appeared [13] . In this paper, we focus on the most commonly used paradigm in the study of contextuality, that of orthogonality graphs. An orthogonality graph representing a set of projective measurements has each projector assigned to a vertex of the graph and edges connect commuting (orthogonal) measurements. The following is a brief summary of the main results in this paper. Firstly, we show that the contextuality of a quantum state as given by the measure of contextuality [14] in any measurement scenario depends only upon the spectrum of eigenvalues of the state. Consequently, among all states belonging to a given dimension, the maximally mixed state is shown to be the least contextual while the pure states in that dimension are the most contextual for that measurement scenario. This implies that when the contextuality of the maximally mixed state is revealed by a set of projective measurements, the same measurement scenario i.e. a set of measurements represented by the same orthogonality graph upto some global unitary transformation can also reveal the contextuality of all quantum states in that dimension. Then the central result of the paper, namely a necessary and sufficient condition for a measurement scenario to reveal the contextuality of the maximally mixed state in arbitrary Hilbert space dimension d, is shown. This condition is formulated in terms of the graph-theoretic parameter known as the fractional chromatic number χ f (G) of the orthogonality graph representing the set of measurements and reveals a common feature of all state-independent contextual orthogonality graphs in relation to their coloring properties.
The class of contextual graphs. We focus on the orthogonality graph representation of a set of projective mea-surements {Π k }, commonly the projectors are of rank one (Π k = |v k v k |). In the orthogonality graph, every projective measurement is denoted by exactly one vertex in the graph and edges connect two vertices if and only if the corresponding projectors are orthogonal. A classical (non-contextual) assignment of outcomes {0, 1} is then an assignment of 1's to the vertices belonging to an independent set of the graph (an independent set is a set of vertices with no edges connecting any pair of vertices) and 0's to the other vertices. This assignment guarantees that in each orthonormal basis at most one projector is assigned the value 1. Orthonormal bases in the graph are represented by maximal cliques which are complete subgraphs of maximal size in which all pairs of vertices are connected by edges. A set of projectors is said to realize the graph G if it strictly obeys the orthogonality constraints of G. Given a realization of G, it is natural to allow a global unitary transformation on all the projectors since such a transformation preserves the orthogonality relations between projectors and hence preserves G. We investigate the contextual properties of orthogonality graphs by considering an optimization over all projectors that realize the particular graph. Note that other representations of contextual measurements by graphs can be translated to the orthogonality graph representation. For instance, one can reformulate in the language of orthogonality graphs one alternative representation found in the literature, namely that of hypergraphs [6, 14] where hyperedges consist of commuting observables. One way to do this is to find the common eigenstates of the commuting set of observables in each hyperedge, and to construct the orthogonality graph for the projectors corresponding to these eigenstates.
For an orthogonality graph G with vertex set V = {v 1 , . . . v n }, let I(G) denote the set of all independent sets
k (G) = 0 otherwise. The convex hull of all such vectors I (j) (G) then corresponds to the classical non-contextual polytope for the graph G (also known as the stable-set polytope STAB(G)) [15] . The set of probabilities realizable in general probabilistic theories consistent with the no-disturbance principle [16] (in which all the probabilities are well-defined and independent of the context) reside in the polytope known as the clique-constrained stable set polytope QSTAB(G). The notion of cliqueconstraint refers to the fact that the sum of probabilities for projectors in every orthonormal basis (clique) must not exceed unity. The set of quantum probabilities is a convex set that is in general not a polytope but is contained within QSTAB(G). A quantum state ρ is represented in the polytope by a vector x {ρ} (G) ∈ R n with components x {ρ} k (G) = tr(Π k ρ), corresponding to the probabilities for the optimal projectors Π k obeying G and acting on the state ρ.
Let us now formally state the main ideas corresponding to state-dependent and state-independent contextuality using the notion of orthogonality graphs. For simplicity, we will refer to the states in dimension
An orthogonality graph that is not contextual for any dimension is called a non-contextual graph.
Definition 2. An orthogonality graph G is said to be state-independent contextual (S-
In other words, for a state-dependent contextual graph, the points x {ρ} (G) corresponding to some quantum states ρ lie outside STAB(G), while for state-independent graphs the points corresponding to all quantum states of given dimension have this property. Intuitively, one might expect that the points corresponding to the pure states are farther from the stable-set polytope than those corresponding to the more mixed states. The following section proves that this is indeed the case by comparing the values of a measure of contextuality [14] for pure and mixed states and showing that the measure of contextuality follows the majorization order of quantum states.
Measure of contextuality and spectra of states. Given an orthogonality graph G realizable by a set of projectors {Π j } with Π j ∈ C d , a quantitative measure [14] enables us to study the relative contextuality of quantum states ρ ∈ C d . Here, we show that the measure of contextuality for any given measurement scenario only depends on the spectrum of eigenvalues of the state. As a consequence, for any G we show that the maximally mixed state 1 1 d is the least contextual while the pure states display maximum contextuality among all states of given dimension.
Allowing a maximization over all sets of projectors {Π j } realizing G, for given state ρ the distance of x {ρ} (G) from STAB(G) defines a measure of contextuality of ρ with respect to the graph G. This measure denoted
:= max
The measure thus captures the notion of distance from the stable-set polytope. Let κ(ρ) denote the spectrum of eigenvalues of ρ, we then have the following.
Proof. Consider the maximization procedure in Eq.(2). Two states η 1 , η 2 sharing the same spectrum κ(η) are unitarily equivalent, η 1 = U η 2 U † for some unitary U . Therefore, given a set of projectors {Π k }(η 1 ) that result from the maximization in the computation of the measure for η 1 , one may construct a corresponding set of projectors {U † Π k U } that gives the same value of the measure for η 2 (and vice versa). Given ρ 1 , ρ 2 ∈ H d , if their vector of eigenvalues obey the majorization relation κ(ρ 1 ) ≺ κ(ρ 2 ), it then follows [17] that there exist d-dimensional permutation matrices P j and a probability distribution {p j } such that
Given an orthogonal graph G, let us denote the set of corresponding projectors resulting from the maximization in the measure M (G) (ρ 1 ) by {Π k }(ρ 1 ) as above. With ρ 2 written in diagonal form, let ρ j 2 = P j ρ 2 P † j denote the diagonal matrices obtained from the permutation of the eigenbasis of ρ 2 . For each ρ j 2 , let the joint probability distribution resulting from the minimization in Eq. (2) with the chosen set of projectors {Π k }(ρ 1 ) be denoted by p ρ j 2 (λ). We then have,
In the above, the first inequality is a result of the fact that {Π k }(ρ 1 ) may not yield the maximum in the computation of the measure for ρ 2 , the second inequality is a result of the convexity property of the relative entropy, the third follows from linearity, and the fourth by the definition of the measure for state ρ 1 . The monotonicity of the measure of contextuality with majorization order thus follows.
Since the spectrum of the maximally mixed state 1 1 d is majorized by that of every other state ρ ∈ H d , it follows that 1 1 d is the least contextual among all states belonging to a given Hilbert space and analogously, pure states are the most contextual.
The theorem shows that the ordering of states according to the measure of contextuality follows the majorization order for any measurement scenario G. A similar analysis as in the proof above shows that not only the measure of contextuality, but also the violation of non-contextuality inequalities (defining the facets of STAB(G)) by quantum states follows the majorization order. In other words, κ(ρ 1 ) ≺ κ(ρ 2 ) implies that the violation of any non-contextuality inequality by ρ 1 does not exceed its violation by ρ 2 when we allow an optimization over projectors realizing G.
Knowing that the maximally mixed state is the least contextual among all states in the given Hilbert space for any G, the identification of state-independent contextual measurement scenarios can be reduced to the question: for given G, does x {1 1 d } (G) belong outside the stableset polytope? As we shall see in the following, there is one graph-theoretic quantity (the fractional chromatic number) that precisely identifies when this happens.
State-independent contextual graphs. We now proceed to formulate a necessary and sufficient condition for an orthogonality graph G realizable in dimension d to be state-independent contextual in that dimension in terms of its fractional chromatic number χ f (G) [18] , defined below using the notion of fractional colorings. We show that this condition is strictly stronger than an analogous necessary condition proposed in [4] and present an ex-plicit counter-example showing that the latter condition is not sufficient. 
For any graph it is known that
where the clique number ω(G) is the size of the maximal clique in the graph. The first inequality comes from the fact that in a clique of size ω(G), assigning b colors to each vertex requires at least a = ω(G)b colors; the second inequality can be seen from the fact that χ(G) is the particular restriction b = 1 in the definition of χ f (G) above. In fact, there is a practical way to compute χ f (G) by means of a linear program. One assigns weights w j to each independent set
Theorem 2. An orthogonal graph G realizable by a set of rank-r projective measurements {Π j } with
The proof of the above theorem is provided in the supplemental material. The importance of the above necessary and sufficient condition stems from the fact that it enables one to identify sets of projective measurements that reveal the contextuality of all states in a given dimension, upto some global unitary transformations. In particular, it is powerful enough to identify not only the Kochen-Specker measurement configurations but also the recently found surprising alternative proofs of stateindependent contextuality where all the Kochen-Specker constraints are obeyed [8] .
Discussion. The identification of measurement configurations that reveal state-independent contextuality has gained importance owing to the recent development of applications of contextuality. One related necessary condition has been derived in [4] where it was shown that a set of rank-1 projective measurements reveals the contextuality of the maximally mixed state in dimension d if χ(G) > d. Now, we will show that this condition is not sufficient to identify state-independent contextual graphs by means of an explicit counter-example.
Consider the state-independent orthogonality graph in dimension 3, G Y O considered in [8] 
) in terms of a convex combination of deterministic points is provided in the Supplementary Material.
As the counter-example shows, χ f (G) > d does not necessarily imply χ(G) > d and the latter is only a necessary condition for G to be state-independent contextual. Moreover, it is known that the gap between χ f (G) and χ(G) can be arbitrarily large [18] so that χ f (G) is by itself a better indicator of the S-IC property of G. In general, χ f (G) is computed as a lower bound to χ(G) by means of the fractional relaxation to the integer linear program required to compute the latter quantity. However, the fact that it can be computed by a linear program does not imply that χ f (G) can be computed in polynomial time, since the number of independent sets may be exponential in the number of vertices. An interesting possibility is that χ(G) > d may constitute a sufficient condition for state-independent contextuality of a measurement scenario G c , formed from G by adding projectors so that each clique constitutes a complete orthonormal basis, this is left as an open question.
Conclusions.
We have investigated the requirements for a measurement scenario consisting of a set of projective measurements to reveal state-independent contextuality. In terms of the rigorous measure of contextuality, for any measurement scenario represented by an orthogonality graph G, the maximally mixed state was shown to be the least and pure states the most contextual among all states of a given Hilbert space dimension. A necessary and sufficient condition for identifying state-independent contextual measurement scenarios was formulated in terms of the fractional chromatic number χ f (G). A similarly formulated condition in terms of χ(G) fails to guarantee sufficiency of the S-IC property for G. χ f (G) being in general easier to compute than χ(G), the formulated condition enables the identification of stateindependent contextual measurements which have been utilized as resources in various scenarios [9] [10] [11] [12] . II. An explicit decomposition of x {1 17} (J(G Y O , G Y O ) ). Consider two copies of the state-independent graph G Y O considered in [8] and reproduced in Fig. (1) . The join of the two copies is defined as the graph J(G Y O , G Y O ) obtained by the union of the two graphs with additional edges connecting every vertex of the first copy with every vertex of the second.
Let us label the vertices {1, . . . , 13} in one copy as in Fig. (1) and {1 , . . . , 13 } in the second copy. 
